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., 1MODUCTION

Bilingual Education programs, directed to linguistically and

culturally different children, have been implemented through Title viz.,

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 for the last ten

years.' With the advent of these programs, the teaching of initial read-
,

ing in the pupil's native language or in his second language has become

an area of concern. in addition to reading instruction in the child's

native langkiage, there are many native English speaking'teachers who

are responsible for providing the bilingual child (at all levels of

English language proficiency) with his initial reading instruction.

Classroom ressarch in the area of first and second language is now being

conducted. This paper addresses these issues through a small investi-

gation of classroom teachers teaching initial reading to three groups of

children.

The initial purpose of this paper was to investigate the questioning

strategies of teachers currently engaged in the reading instruction of

Anglo children learning to read in English and Spanish speaking children

learning to read both in Spanish and in English. Could question strate-

gies be categorized into styles and types and were there generalizations

of style and type that could be identified for each of the three different

groups?

/-
A second purpose was to discover if tea crs' questioning strategies

differed for those children who were learni vto read in English as their

second language? '.:as it a) the reading group; b) the teacher's personal

style; or c) the language ability of the student; that determined the

questioning strategies?

A third and ultimately more important purpose was to develop a coding

. system in order to attempt to answer the above questions. Thus, the

, t)



. major objective of the paper was to develop a reliable coding system

in order to classify the queLtioning strategies of teschers within the
;

three groups.

c.
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REVIEW-OF LITERATURE

Teacher questioning behaviOr has been one of the mor used

,topicS in classroom research because it is an easy behavio:

and code reliably. Many studies categorize questions into tyi.

kind of hierarchy; other studies involve the coding of tea her 4

into types which are then related to pupil achievement. It is t:

that divergent and complex questions are better than fact' ques ,ons,

but many studies conclude that measures of type or.liVel of questioni do not

necessarily correlate with learning gains. (Dunkin & Biddle, 1974; Rosenshine

& Furstt1973), Some results have suggested that low-level questions were

preferable to more abstract questions (Stallings & KaskoWitz& 1974; Soar,

1973). These latter studies were conducted with low Social Economic Status

(SES) children at the primary level where schooling concentrates on the

mastery of certain basic skills of reading-and mathematics. The present

/study is involved with this kind of population therefore, these findings

more appropriately fit the current study.

Instead of type or level of questions, several studies discuss the

frequency of the questions and its relation to learning (Brophy & Evertson,

1976; Stallings & Kaakowitz, 1974; soar, 1973). Good (1978) suggests two

reasons for this relationship., Teachers who are observed as.using a high

rata of academic questions are the more'organized and spend moss. of their

time on well planned activites as opposed to the disorganized teacher who, -

spends much of his/her time attempting to manage the class. Also, it may

mean that there are other activities that involve student initiative where

he/she'has. an dloportunity.to express himself orally or in writing. 'In the

current study, only reading groups were observed, which are already identi-

fied as.a specific purpose group; therefore, a concentrated number of ques-
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tions would be asked.

The questioning technique is not based on research as much as it is

on logical analyses of the question related to the goal (Good, 1978). A

/,/

complete definition of a "good" question depends.on context. In the current

study, context is defined as whatever the videotaped teacher per'..:eived as

reading, which included either: the teaching of specific reading skills or

the oral reading of a story with follow up discussiou of that story. Grassier,

(1964) lists.a criterion for-good questions: 1) clear specificonly one

question at a time because teachers tend to ask several questions attempting

to clarify _as they T.- along;. 2) purposeful - -the ideal is -to plan in advance

so that the questions lead somewLere specific as opposed t, "off the cuff"

type; 3) brief -- particularly for younger and lower achieving children who

.
cannot retain long pieces of information: 4) natural and simpl language--

appropriate for age and achievement level.

Good questioning pro,:edure described by Grossier includes concepts

such as: planned sequential-time should be given for the student to think

about the answer, and that usually, the questions should not be repeated.

Also, the practice of alternating between factual'and implied questions is

not necessarily appropriate for low SES primary aged children, the population

of the current study. Good (1978) stated "Factual questions are important

especially for young students who learn best if Material is highly structured.

Many of the questions asked in elementary school claisroomsshould be factual

type questions." (p.367)

Research connecting. teaching variables to student effect, for example,

achievement or affective growth, has been discussed 'since 1944; however, the

"modern era" began with Flanders in 1957 (Borich, 197i). Flanders developed

a system called "Interaction Analysis" that led to the development of many



observation instruments with varying degrees of complexity. Some cf the

major categories observed wese: teaching structuring procedures, teacher

questions, teacher responses, warmth and criticism.

Most of these oservatio.T. instruments have been used to describe

teaching in terms of frequencies and percentages of specific events

behaviors. In terms of corelational and experimental studies that havd tried

to Utermine a relationship between claisroom 'vents and pupil outcomes,

there have been.relatively few studies. I£ one looks for a specific teaching

behavior such as questioning, the number of studies is fewer. ,Finally, the

specific interest of this writer, that of, teachers' use of questions in a

small group reading:session with first and third grade children' including the

bilingual who is learning to read in English, has not been found to date.

Three itUdies in particular involve themselves with primary 4rede

reading and mathematics for children from low SES background 1Soar, 1373;

..steilinge & KaskOwitz, 1974; BrOphy & Evertson, 1974). Some of the teacher

variables studied were: 1) 'the amount of time spent directly on instruction,

2) the kinds Of questions used by the teacher, and 3) adult feedback of' both

praise and criticism. All orthese studies found that theie were some con-
.

sistent elements of small short-step instructional periods directly under the

control of the teacher: 1). quistions are -arrow, direct, and structured to

obtain a high perc/intsge of. correct answers; 2) teacher provideld immediate

feedbaCk of praise; 3) little, oral discussion of answers occurs; 4) correct

answers are followed by another question and incorrect answers are followed

MOM

by the teacher giving the answer.

One of the most extensive teacher effectiveness studies conducted was
E. .

the Texas Teacher Effectiveness ProjectSrophy & Everton, 1974 as reported

in Borich, 1977):. A two-year study was conducted to discover the character-

`istics associated with success in learning gains. The second and third
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grade teachers were carefully selected over a two-year period in order to

identify thosefteach-s who proved to be consistent in producing high learn.-

ing gains for their students. Data were separated by SES level which indicated

that differeAt teaching .behaviors may be effective for different SES levels.

The major findings were that the majority of the teacher characteristics were

not significantly related to student learning gains. It was the authors'.

belief Cis reported in Borich, 1977, p. 84) that "teaching is-an orchestration

of large numbers of different behaviors. There are no magicalkeys to success-

ful teaching." However, those variables that were found to be relational ware:

1) reward and punishment; 2) feedback within the group lessons (reading as

an example); 3) the importance of gaining the students' attention before the

lesson began; 4) giving the students an opportunity to practice what they
a

were learning,-specifically within the low SES reading groups, word attack

. clues were important and the behavior of sticking with the same child to

'elicit an answer were both significant.

A study (Mahaffey, et.al, 19/S) that examined teacher effectiveness

%in both highandlow SES c.4rooms (including reading groups) found effective

teacher behaviors were dif-....ent for each group. Teacher feedback, process

questions' (those that require more than a factual response) and product ques-

tions (those that require a factual response) were specific behaviors examined.

a

Teacher effectiveness was'determined by pupil residual student gain scores

on specific tests of the Metropolitan Achievement Test Battery. The specific

area of interest, for the present investigation involved the question strategies

of teachers. It was'suggested that in the early grade levels, a distinction

should be made between "absolute factual qUestione, for example, "What's the

man's name ? ", and.factual questions which can be figured out with some htlp
;

or there is more than one right answer, for example, "Give me a word that
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begins with '51" It was noted that process questions were not used much

at the primary age level. This observation concurs with Brophy and Evertson's

study (1974) that narrow direct questions have more positive effects on low

SES children.

A recent teacher effectiveness study (Ramirez, 1978) identified and

isolated certain teacher cognitive behaviors demonstrated during the teach-
/

ing of Spanish to Spanish speaking children heriin the United States. Effec-

tiveness was determined by reading gains on the Inter American Series Test.

The teachers who volunteered were picked at random and were given specific

reading lassons to teach in two twenty minute periods. The reading groups

consisted of Spanish speaking children between the ages of six and twelve

who were learning to read in Spanish. Some of the observable cognitive

behaviors ripaited were:. modeling, questioning (related or unrelated to

text), reading subskills ( decoding, vocabulary and grammar), 4orrecting and

reinforcement. Two of the behaviors that proved to be positively related to

student reading gains in Spanish were 1) the focus on decoding skills, and

2) asking the student to read sentences out loud. Negative behaviors found

were: ..1) the use of detailed questioning of text material, knd 2) asking

students to read entire paragraph at a time without any break for specific*

questions or explanation or correction of oral reading miscues:

At present, this investigator has not found any research that deals

specifically with the identification or the comparisons of teacher questioning

strategies among the three teacher groups within this investigation.
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EMANATION OF THIS INVESTIGAToR'S ROLE IN THE LARGER STUDY

The larger study

The present study (Rodriguez-Brown, in progress) with which this

investigator is involved, attempts to find the effect of different lin-

guage approaches (native language, second language, or bah languages

concurrently) in beginning reading instruction. The study includes

three parts: Part I looks at the reading achievement of the students.

across the three different groups along with a group of Anglo children

who are at the same.grade laurel; Part II lookS-at the teacher question-

ing, answering and correcting strategies within' a group reading session;

Part III evaluates the reading miscuesiproduced by bilingual vs. Anglo

'.1children as they read orally.

The investigator's specific role of study was,to assist with the

videotaping of the .group reading and the individual students' oral ,read-
.

.
ing sessions. X also,administered the majority of the posttesting which

consisted of scheduling, monitoring, and then hand scoring the'tests for

382 children. iteiding test data was collected by_ using the Tests of Read-
4.

ing /rob, Guidance-Testing Associates. It was this- investigator's respon-

sibility to develop coding systems for both the individual and the group

reading sessions; these coding systems were,to be used in conjunction with
.

the `pre andiOsttest data as well as with the parent and teacher question-

nairis which-were used in the larger study.

,Teachees

Part n is the specific study which this paper addresses. The

entire project involved eighteen teachers of whom sixteen agreed to be
N. .

video-ta0d as each taught her regular reading groups., There were 6

Anglo teachers (those who taught Anglo children), and 10 bilingual teachers

(those'who taught 'in 'either Spanish or En4lish to bilingual children) , Five



of the bilingual teachers were native speakers of Spanish;* five were na-

tive English speakers.

In first grade, three Anglo and three bilingual teachers were

videotaped. One of the Anglo teachers also taught a group of bilingual

children whose English proficiency level was high enough accorang.to

the Functional Language Survey, to receive reading instruction in English.'

The FLS is an instrument developed by the Chicago Board of Education to

determine the language proficiency of limited English speaking children.

In the third grade, three Anglo teachers and five bilingual teachers,

4 were videotaped. Two bilingual teachers gave reading instruction in

English; the other three instructed in Spanish. The Spanish teachers

were taped with only one group so no comparisons of style according to

language group could be made.

All of the teachers were female and ranged in teaching experience

at this level from one to nine years. All scho9ls within the two school

districts Were racially integrated and received Title I funding.

Videotape procedure

For the videotaping, the teachers were asked to procede with their

regular reading program; consequently, the video samples were varied in

their contents. Each teacher was recorded with one, two, or three of her

reading groups for an average of twenty minutes per session. The collec-

tion of data through use of videotape was found not to be distracting to

the young students.. The equipment was set up in an obscure part of the

classroom which allowed the regular routine to continue unobstructed.

Most of the teachers (particularly first grade) had prepared their children

for the videotaping atd after the initial curiosity they setted down and

continued their lessons as usual. The original study planned' for three

video samples for each teacher; .but inclement weather and teacher reluc-
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. tance to be interrupted five times (including pre and post testing) pre-

cluded this, and only onevisit pet teacher was conducted.

SpecifLc- ez:.tstions asked by this investigator

The Original study was concerned -with not only teacher question-

ing, but also student answering anti the subsequent correcting strategies

. of the'teachet. As the' teacher tapes were examined, it was thought

that thecoding procedure would be-itoo,complex'for this particular study,
. -

therefere it was decided to examine in detail.only the questioning stra-

tegies of the teacher and students' responses to these questions.

There are many ways in which to ask questions, depending on the

students, the subject matter ot the purpose of a group session. 'Perhaps

specific question types are more appropriate or mere often used by

teachers of (4.nc groups than another... Because the'video.samples included

three different student Populations, there was-alw increasing:interest by

the investigator to examine the kinds of questions and questioning strategies

Used by these three different groups of teachers.!' Did each group of

teachers (monolingual, Spanish/Engliih, Or-bilingual'Enplish) exhibit'

different strategies? Did bilingual teachers use different strategies when

.they taughtbilingUal or monolingual children ?' One Anglo teacher was

taped with both Anglo and bilingual (English) groups so this;question could

be- examined at least at a'superficial level. Was it the context of the

reading lesson that determined the questioning strategies or was it the

teacher's ovn personal style that determined the kind of quebtionstratesies

she used? Inorderrto attempt to answer these questions concerning

questioning strategies, a coding system had to be devisedok

P
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DEVELOPMENT OF CODING SYSTEM

Review GI literature.

An observation scale can' be considered a2 a continuum ranging
1

from a detailed objective observation to the opposite extreme.in which

the observation is based on highly subjective inferences. These poles .

are 1240.344 low and high inference (Brophy & EvertsOn, 1974):. Low

inference involves coding of specific angible observable behaViors,

ir

..

for example, teacher asking a specif c question to a specific student

and receiving a specific answer. The coded behaviors are obvious and

require little or no inference which can lead to observer agreement.

High inference coding, for example, affection, warmth, and organization

. is more aUl;iactive,and requires more inferential decisions by the coder.

m.

The coder needs to conclude from overt behavior'what kind of general

comment to make about ateacher's actions. Because this measure is highly

subjective, coder reliability is more difficult to achieve. A,combi-

nation of both high and low inference coping is the most desirable.

Determination of categorise and format'

First of-e= it is important to note that this was the investi-

gatorr's first' attempt to deviloi, a coding system. 'Many problems arose

from this initial experience. An, attempt to code a relatively high number

of strategies led to logistical difficulties when recording much data on

one coding sheet. The purpose of using one coding sheet was to minimize

the number of times the coder had to view the videotapes. In contrast,

all of the coding systems reviewed for the study utilised a check list

form as opposed to recording tallies opposite,the transcription of the

question and/or response.

13
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The coding system developed for this -study was adapted from those

of Brophy A Good,(1974); Ramirezt(1970, and Guszak,(1967). The obser-

vational system is a low inference type because of its facility for
0

coder reliability and because of the specific nature of teacher question-
,

ing investigated. Also, each teacher in the Study wash videotaped only

once yliich made it prohibitive to determine high inference information.

All of the tap were viewed by this investigator at least once

before wattempt was madt to develop a coding system. Because of the

diversity of activity within the context of group reading, some general-.

izations needed to be made. Ali of the teachers asked many questions

regardless of the specific context of the lesson. In order to observe

and describe a number of specific questioning strategies of teachers,

a seriesof categories was developed to finds 1) 'what types of questions

did teachers ask; 2) what,was their style of questioning, for example',

did they call on volunteers'or specific studenis?,. did they stay with one

student to elicit a correct answer?, and did they ask more.than one

question beforeethe student had a chance to respond?; 3)whet did the

teacher do when the itudentdidnot answer the question? ,'

Explanation of Code Categories
,p

The initial coding'syitemincluded"nine categories'Asee Descrip-

tive Outline of Coding Instructions, Appendix A, eight of which Pertain-

ed to teachers' questioning strategies acid one catdgory lookedpt'student

responses. The categories are repreahtedron'the Coding Evaluation Sheet

(see Appendix B for sample) as Columns 1-9. An explanation Of each
I

Column follows.

Column 1 (TAPE LOCATION) was AMHMI to mark the tape for each trans-

cribed question; this was done to facilitate the'procedure of returning to

a specific portion of the tape if.necessary.

14
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Column 2 (DIRECTION OPeUESTION) has'4 sub categories which were

coded as: D-1, Teacher names student before asking question, D-2,

Teacher asks question and accepts answer from anyone; D-3, Teacher asks

question and calls on volunteer; D-4, Teacher asks question and calls

on specific student. 8

Column 3 (TYPE OF QUESTION) included 8 sub categories. Q-1,

Absolute Factual which requires a specific and exact answer from student.

Q-2, Factual whiuh requires some figuring out by student and more than

'one answer is acceptable. Q-3, Yee/No or Two Choice, which requires

student to make a choice between only two response,. Q-4, Personal'with

Text, requires some eliboration of personal experience or requires student

to put himself in place of story character. Q-5, Related to/Instruction

but not Connected with Text. It was found that teachers ask Many ques-

tions connected with instructional material but answers diO not require I.

factual type response: therefore this. category was included. Some'exaMples

ire "What words will you practice Over the weekend?", "Would you like to

take your book home this evening?", etc. Q44 Non - Academic, question he!1: .

nothing to do.with instructional material and is usually of a procedural

or disciplinary naturi. Q.-7,. Evaluation which requires inferences to be

made. This is a more sophistioated type question than that of Q-2 and

Evaluation is not used ,as often it the primary level. Q-8 Unintelligible

was used if the coder could not determine the type of question because

o# audio problems with the videotape.

Column 4 (CONTENTOF'QUEPTION) has 3 sUb categories of: A- Decoding,.

Skills, 8 -Story Detail; C-Story Comprehension. This category was used in

conjunction with Column 3 to determine how many of the questions were

directly related to reading instruction, per se.

15'
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Column 5 TEACHER REPEATS OR REPHRASES QUESTION BEFORE CALLING

ON STUDENT.

Column 6 TEACHER ASKS 2 OR MORE DIFFERENT QUESTIONS BEFORE CALLING

ON STUDENT.

Column 7 TEACHER STAYS WITH SAME STUDENT TO ELICIIPRESPONSE.'
1

Column 8 STUDENT RESPONSE included 4 sUh'categories: corrector

partially correct answer; incorrect answer; no response; reads aloud

whiCh was used in conjunction with oral readingaotivities and a sub

categOry that identifies when student "B" answers question that was direc-

ted to student "A"

Column 9 (TEACHER CORRECTIONS) included 4 sub categories: 1-prO-

nunciation; 2- grammar; 3-miscue ddring oral reading; 4-supplies'aorrect

answer for the student. This category was' included primarily for the

bilingual teacher who taught English reading. How often and under what

circumstances (ie. inthe mi4dle or the end of a reading passage, as

student is attempting to answer a question) does the teacher correct the

student?

lntercoder reliability check

After the initial coding system was developed, 2 raters(1 pro

fassor of reading and this investigator) went through a training period

in order to become familiar with-the coding System. The videotape for

one teacher was used for thiS training. At that 0.mequestiona and

interpretations of specific categories were discussed and resolved.

Following the.training session, each rater independently coded:reading

'groups of four different teachers. See appendix B for sample of coding sheet.

The teachers' gueitions had already been transcribed by.this'investigator

so the raters were able to concentrate an the coding itself; this assured



that 'the raters were using the same data. A similar process occurred 'with

the Spanish teachers' tapes. Two university professors, both native

speakers of Spanish, were the coders for these tapes. Table one shows the

intercoder reliability between the two raters for the questioning strata

gies and the student response categor7 for bolh the English and Spanish

tapes. The Pearson correlation coefficient formula was used to'calculate

the interooder reliability for each of the categories.

17



TABLE

Intercoder Reliability

Teacher Questioning and Student Response Code during group reading.

Direction of Question Code Intercoder
Agreement
(Fearson.r)

English Reading Spanish Reading.'

T names S-before D-1 .993

T asks ? acce ts answirs-from an one D-2 .995

...822

.983

'I' asks ? calls on-volunteer D-3 .931 **

T asks ? calls on 'specific student D-4 .996 .867

Type of Question

Absolute Factual .798 .997

Factual .931 .992

Person:Al with Text * * **

Related to Instruction but not to text 0,-5 '.678 *

NonAcademic Q-6 * *

Evaluation 4-7 * **

Unintelligible * * * *

Content of Question

Decodin Skills * *

Story Detail t B ** **

Story Comprehension C. , * * . * *

teacher Repeating or Rephrasing Question 'Before Student Answoi:rs.

Total Col 5 .914 .350



Code .Intercoder.

Agreement
(Pearion

English Reading

17

Spanish Reading

Teacher Asks.2 or.more Different Questions Before Student has Chance to Answer,

Total Col 6 * * * *

Tischer Stays with Same Student to Ask more than 1 Question

Total Col 7 .996

Student Response

Correct SR+ .927 '967

lncorrent. SR- .681 992

No.Response SRO .767 944

-Teacher Corrections 're

Pronunciation **
'

* *

Grammar ** *,

miscue in Oral Reading ** * *

Suppl Correct Answer 4 ** * *

*.Not included in the subsequent analysis because of its very low reliability
** Prequenby of behavior was too infrequent.

19
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Results of intercoder reliability check

Table 1 shows the results of the intercoder reliability check.

'The. xesults will be given for both the English 'and the Spanish sample.

The terms Column and Category were used interchangeably. Some differ-

ences in the degree of reliability for each sample were found and they

will be mentioned at the appropriate time. Of the original nine

general categories only 1 total category in English, EaRECTION OF QUES-

TION, hid a high reliability (r= .931 to' re, .996) One sub category,

D-3 did not occur in the Spanish data according to the Spanish coders.

Within Category 3, TYPE OF QUESTION, four sub categoriesi Absolute

-Factual Q-1; Factual Q-2; yes/No Q-3; and Related to Instruction but

not to Text Q-5; proved to be reliable for both English and Spanish with
.

the exception of the last sub category which -did not prove reliable for

the Spanish sample.

Column 4, CONTENT.OF QUESTION, had a low degree of reliability

which will be explained below.
eon.

- Column 5, .TEACHER REPEATING QUESTION BEFORE STUDENT ANSWERS, showed

a high-reliability (r= .914) for.the English sample bixt not ehough data

appeared in the. Spanish sample to calculate-the-reliability.

-Column 6, TEACHER ASKS 2 OR MORE DIFFERENT QUESTIONS BEFORE STUDENT

HACHANCE Ta ANSWER, didnot occur within any of the teacher groups.

Column-7, TEACHER STAYS WITH SAME STUDENT TO ASK MORE- THAN ONE

QUESTION TO ELICIT RESPONSE, did not show a high reliability with the

'English sample but the-reliability proved to be high for the Spanish

sample (r .996).

Column 8, STUDENT RESPONSE, proved to be reliable for both English

and Spanish in the first 3 sub categories of: Correct, Incorrect, and.

. 20
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No Response. The remaining,2 sub categories oft l Student'S answers

for Student A and 2) Unintelligible did not appear enough times to be

included inthe analysis.

'Column 9, TEACHER CORRECTIONS, could not be checked for reliibi-

lity because of insufficient data-in both English and Spanish.

Discussion

The. discussion will center onthe English reliability chick, because

of the direct involvement of the investigator in the task. The data

analysis for the Spanish sample was completed by two native Spanish .

speakers (both university professors) wirle the reliability coefficients

were calculated by this investigator. Further diicussion with these.

Spanish raters was not p6ssible-due to time constraints.

The following are comments which can be made about the results

shown above (see Table 1).

Thelligh'reliability shown by categorises DIRECTION. OF QUESTION,

and TYPE OF.QuESTION and STUDENT RESPONSE may have occurred because all

othese strategies are visible and objective in nature. The difference
z ,

in reliability between Q-1 Abiolute'Factual (r- -.798) and Q-2 Factual

(r -.931) may not be necessary. The lower.reliability.for Q=1:0ay have

occurred because one_coder designated as Q-1,. onlithose questions that

required an exact one or two word answer while the othercoder did not

make such a fine- distinction.- As a result; a more Aetailsa explanation

of each sub category has been written in the final coding form so that,

forfuture use Only-those questions that require one or two word answers

would be coded as Q-1 (see Appendix A for Descriptive Outline of Coding

Instructions).
4

The Q-3 Yes/No type did notshow a high reliabilityUR .6171
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because ori4 ietar coded many 0,T5,ftlateluto'Instrudtion but not to

20

Text'into.thc Q:.3 'category. :An eXpyinatiOn with specific examples from
P .

4

the tkranscriptiom% wS.theri included- under 'this sub Category. The.Yes/

No sub `category presaiited.cOding problems because the.teacher often
/ ,1:1;

asked a question that required yes or no for an answer but the real*

- . intent of tht queirgon was,-to elicit specific information.* An example,
. -

of this is. "Can you "find the answer on this page ?" Often,, the student

wouldrespond with a yes or'no which then required the teacher to ask

"Where ?" This type.oi.question shopld be coded under Ql'besause the

answer requires a specific reply. 'In terms of teactier questioning vtra-
,

tegY, the Yes/No type may not be the most productive because when the'

student responds in kind, the teacher must follow up with another quet-
-

tion.

. .

Within the STUDENT RESPONSE Column the sub category of Incorrect,

was not as hightfor English (Jr .681) 'as for Spanish:.(r .992) because.

it was 'not made clear to the English raters how to code a student's

self corrected response Some of the responseswere coded, as correct;

others were coded as incorrect or both. -An explanation of this was added

to the coding instruction, sheet... An incorrect answer that is self

corrected by the student will be coded as correct. The No Response sub

categOry may have been difficult to code because of the subjectivity in

determining when enough time had lapsed'to coda its as No Response. This

sub category was sometimes used in addition to Column 5, TEACHER REPEATS

OR REPHRASES QUESTION BEFORE STUDENT RESPONSES. A comment about this-
. .

was included in the coding sheet; if the teacher` repeats the saie question-

than do not,record^la "0 in the No Response Column, but-put. a check in

. Column 5.
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Category 4, CONTENT OF QUESTION, showed to be too unreliable to

bleinciuded in the coding syitom., There may be some reasons forthis

result. During the training session, no agreement could be reache4 on

the perception of whet reading is. Thus, no working definitions' of the

sub categories: A-Decoding Skills; B-Story Detail; C-Story Comprehen-
.

sion were written. "The original purpose of.this category was to inves-.

,

tigate how many of the teachers' questions were, i fact, directly re-
.

lated to the reading process either in the form of decoding skills or

stoxy'related discuision. If this coding system were 'used specifioally

for a reading study, this category should be clearly defined before any.. ,

coding is done.

Category.7, TEACHER STAYS WITH, NE STUDENT TO ELIC2ZRESPONSE,

lacked-a-MO reliability because of a procedural 'difference during the

coding. One Coder
4
marked this column only at the beginning Of a series

,..
. ,

.

of questions directed at one student, While the artier coder checked Column
.

7 ior'each question the teacher asked. This, lad to a much higher number
. . , ...-

... ..

of .Occurenoes for the latter Coder. To .avoid prbbleme,in then future with

this particular category, COlumn 7 should be checked each time the teacher

asks a question, even if there areas many as seven queitions in a row

that are addressed to the same student. The Spanish coders who had bone-

;fit of tile.above information attained a reliability coefficient'of'

tu .99S for,this category.
,

' Some changes were made with the original coding sheet as a reault

of the reliability check; also, for future studies More changes can be

made. Thies will be discussed below.

As a result of the.veliebility check, some categories were elimi- .

hated or',it was suggested that they.be eliminated. Column 6, TEACHER

ASKS 2 OR MORE QUESTIONS,BEFORE. STUDENT ANSWERS, did not occur except

2 3
I.
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occasionaly with one Spa ish 'tearber: according to Grassier W64),this

is not good questiohing ocedure anditappeared that most, teachers did

not use this strategy.

Within the STUDENT RESPONSE Column the lett 2 sub categories of:

1)- Student B answers for Etudint Aland 2) unintelligible were never used

so these sub categories may be eliminated fromthe'coding sheet.

The last general category of,TEACNER CORRECTIONS was not accounted'

for except in the 4th sub category, Supplies Correct Answer.. In apptudy-i

which emphasized teacher responses,,thicategory wouldbe very necessary.
''r,

Also, if all teachers in the study. were coded as they Conducted simirar

types, of reading groups, forexample orel reading, th,is,,categorYmight

possibly be more used than it was dUrihs this investigation. The major intekast
.

and purpoei heie was to investigate tedicher' questioning iirategAet,and

Anal category was included out of-personal ihterest but{ teacher corrections

was not directly pertinent to the present investigation:,

The final verliOn Of,..the coding instruction .sheet pears in the'

appendix (see aopendix A). 5t was i-hOped that the.fore4aing corrections
,

and changes would improve the .reliability of the,coding system for future
0

USG.
,

24
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TABLE 2

E OF EACH CATEGORY USED BY INDIVIDUAL TEACHER (FIRST GRADE

Col Col SR SR 'SR
UESA-D-1 D-2 D-3 D-4 0 -1 0-2 0-3 -9 0 -5 - ** -

SR TC.

0 *** 2
. ,

T1

bilingua
Anglo

101

150

64

53

10 .

01

10

01

09 38

26 72

26

17

08

07,

°04,

--

14

05

03

--

18

i
0

07

.07

7.7

140

71 ,

61

/17-\

14 25 .

1

8

..

--
-- --

--

loo

100

T2

(2)bilingual 130 25

,

58 . 13 04 31 16 03 02 15 02 01 --
.

130 65 04 30 3 -- -- -- . 100

Awls:

3 100. 13 37 33 16 38 37 16 01 08 -- 02 74- 97 78: 09,..12 1. -- -- 7- 100
49 20 12 5? 10 32 65 06 03 04 -- 02 -- 48' 92' 06 11` Oi 1 :- -- 100

An.lo 47 .28 34 28 09 32 43 15 -- 09 02 06 -- 44 75' 14 11 2 -- -- 10'
T4 65 63 28 03 06 77 03 09 -- 11 -- 18 -- 51 65 12 22 7 14, -- 86

' Anglo 78 47 47 02 '04' t21 49 28 - -' 03 -- 13 01. 64 83 03 13 5 25 -- 80

T5 123 -36 30 25 P) 37 '_37 14 19 -- 06 '02 115 82 08 10 4 -- -- 50 50

Anglo 47 66 20 -- 16 32 34 30 -- -- -- 06 : 02 44 70 -- 25 6 -- -- 83 17-

T6 18' 83 17 ,-- -- 83 17 .-- 7- , -- 06 .22 _ 15 88 06 06 -- -- -- --

'Spanish '...
.Anglo - tA

T7 .

Spanish
84 44 56 -- -- 57 17 26 -- -- -- --. 06 79 84 11 05 7 14 -- -- . p6

Latino . . : .,

*Totals appear as numbers
* Number per group

** Number SR
I** Number Td

All other numbers are represented in t
-- Refers to no incidents of this category

25
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TABLE 3

% OF EACH CATEGORY USED BY INDIVIDUAL TEACHER (THIRD GRADE)

col
Col SR SR SR SR

WES* D-1 D-2 D-3 D-4 Q -1 Q -2 Q -3 Q-4 Q-5 -7 5 7 cc + - 0

TC
*.bor 1 2 3 4

Ts 103 '23 46 24 07 50 30 09 04 06 01 08 05 93 90 06 01 11 09 73 -- 18

E)
.

bilingual 68 62 32 02 04 44 34 21 -- 02 -- 25 01 52 87 08 06 36 44 22 31 03
Latino

Ir"
T9

(E)

bilingual

57

"

89

37

07

52

--

--

04

11

53

67

16

22

25

11

--

--

--

--

07

--

l2'.-:

04

-- ,

.04

50

26

74

88

16

08

10

04

26

7

--

14

--

--

93

71

07

14

Latino

Tio 78 55 26 09 10 77 06 15 .. 03 -- 14 03 74 60 11 26 1. -- -- -- '100

Anglo 58 72 10 03 14 67 24 05 -- 03 -- 05 -- 56 89 04 07 -- -- - _ -- __

11
54 50 24 04 22 35 30 28 -- 06 -- 07 06. 50 78 06 16 1 -- -- -- 100

109 39 59 -- 03 25 45 23 02 06 -- 15 04 88 73 08 18 06 -- 39 56

Anglo 42 19 64 02 14 19 45 21 07 OS 02 17 -- 35 86 11

.14

-- 5 -- -- 40 60-

T12 74 23 24 36 16 16 57 07 19 02 -- 15 -- 63 81 08 06 -- -- -- --

Anglo 55 33 36 20 11 67 22 11 '.-- -- 09 -- 50 76' 14 10 4 -- -- -- 100
r

T13 92 38 -58 -- 04 33 47 14 -- 04 -- 10 22 91 66 09 25 5 -- -- -- 100
. .

Spanish

Latino

* Totals appear as numbers

*.Number per group

** Number SR

** Number TC

All other numbers are represented in %

-- Refers to no incidents of this category

27
28
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AN APPLICATION OF THE CODING SYSTEM 25

Results

The coding system previously described was used to tabulate 7
cAxss-f

general categories in orders to Oftwoimg teachers' questioning strategies

and their students' responses. Results of an application of the coding

system can be found in Tables 2 and 3 which show percent of usage of

each category. Explanation of these tables follows. The categories

represent questioning strategies used by the teachers in this study. The

column headings have been previously explained in detail and can also be

found in Table 1 and Appendix A. As a result of the reliability check

certain categories were eliminated: therefore they ware not included

in Tables 2 and 3. The eliminated categories were as follows: Q-6,

Q-8, Column 6 and Student Response sub categories: A and U. Some teachers

did not-utilize certain other strategies. This was represented by the
.01+

sign in Tables 2 and 3. Some of the columnstmlUded in Tables 2 and 3

were not proved reliable in,either English and/or Spanish (Q-4, Q.;7, Col 7 &

Teacher Corrections). However, it was felt by this investigator that

these particular categories and sub categories were important enough to

include in the discussion. The low reliability,' in some cases, was due

to insufficient data and on coding the remaining 9 teacher videotapes,

these categories were shown to appear quite often.

Originally, there were sixteen teachers who agreed to be video

taped. Unfortunately, the videotape of one third grade Spanish teacher

had too much classroom noise interference which made the coding prohibitive.

The remaining 2 Spanish teachers (one first grade and one third grade)

were not coded for this particular investigation. These videotapes will be

examined and coded in the near future.

Teachers were represented in three ways: 1) T-2,... which

identified the tee:chefs; 2) bilingual, Anglo, or Spanish which

29
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identified the language of the reading group; 3) Anglo or Latino which

identified the native background ofthe'teacher. The double sets of

lines were used to separate the 3 groups. The first grade teachers' re-

sults are represented in Table 2 and results of the third grade teachers

are shown in Table 3. Totals for: Questiond per reading group, Student

Response, and Teacher Corrections are represented in whole numbers, All

of the other numbers in Tables 2 and 3 represent a percent of usage by the

-individual teachers. The terms Column and Category are used interchange-

ably throughout this study.

According to the teachers their reading groups were determined by

the students' English language proficiency if it was a bilingual reading

group and by reading inventories from the reading series used, if the

'group wiiin Anglo group. The Spanish teachers were videotaped with one

reading group each.

Question 1

The first question of the study asked if questioning. strategies

could be categorized into styles and types, The coding system was devised
r4

in an attempt to answer this:/ The categories of Direction of Questions,

Column 5 and 7 were identified as strategies of style. These 3 categories

Are involved with the way in which teachers ask questions. To whom do

they direct their questions, do they ask more than one question at a time

before the student has a chance to answer and do they follow up with

the same student in order to elicit a positive response from him. The

questions,themselves,'Category 3, have been sub categorized into 6 types

listed in Tables 2 and 3 as Q-1 through Q-5 and Q-7. Q-6 was eliminated

from the coding system as explained in the previous section. All of the

categories developed can be considered in terms of teacher style of

30
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questioning or the type of question used by the teacher.

The second part of the first question asked if any generalizations

of style and type could be made for each of the three teacher groups.

In ether words, one questioning style, D-3 (Teacher asks question to

volunteer) was not used at all by the 3 Spanish teachers. Also, one

bilingual teacher and two Anglo teachers were not coded for this category.

All of the other Anglo and bilingual teachers used this strategy to some

extent. It was noted that D-3 was the least used of the 4 sub categories

of directing questions to. students.

The Spanish teachers were not coded as using the Q-4 typ4-question

which required some elaboration of personal experience front the student.

The same bilingual teacher (T111 and two Anglo teachers also did not

use thii type of question with their reading groups.

Finally, the Spanish teachers did not use the Q-7 type of question

which required that the student made some inferences in order to answer
1

the question. Among the other teachers, bilingual and Anglo, this'type of

question was used in 6 of 21 reading groups.

There was no category that showed a diitinct difference between

any two'of the three groups. Most of the differences that were coded

between any two groups occurred between the Spanish group and either

of the other two.

Question 2

The second question proposed in the beginning of the study asked

if bilingual teachers used diffirent strategies for their bilingual

children than they did for their monolingual groups. Only one sample

(T-2 and T-5) was available in this study to attempt to answer this question.

T-2 and T-5 are in fact the same teacher with 2 different groups of children,
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one bilingual and two Anglo. Results of the coding (see Table 2) show

that in certain categories, different strategies are used in different

rates for each group of children. This teacher used D-2 style of

question direction 58% with the bilingual group and an average of 25%

with her Anglo groups. The Q-2 type of question was used an average of

16% with the bilingual group and 35% with the Anglo groups. Q 5 type of

question was used 15% with the bilinguals and was never used with the

Anglo groups.

Finally, Q-3 type of question was used less (3%) with the bilingual

group than with the Anglo groups although differences occurred between

the 2 Anglo groups*too (14% and 30%).

It should be pointed out that there was one question type used

with both -Vilingual and -%.nglo groups. The Q -3. Absolute factual type was

used approximately the same amount for bilingual (31%) as for the Anglo

groups (37% and 32%).

Part 2 of the second question for the study asked if it was the

reading group context or the teacher's indiVidual style which would

determine the teacher's questioning strategies. If it were

style.then it could be shown through application of the coding system

that the teacher would use each category approximately the same percentage

regardless of the reading group she was teaching. Again, there was only

one teacher (T-2 and.T-5) who taught both bilingual and Anglo groups.

However, all Anglo and bilingual teachers were videotaped as they taught

2 or 3 different reading groups within one language. To answer part 2

of the second question, the results of category usage by individual

teacher can be 'examined (see'Tables 2 and 3).

Each teacher used' the questioning strategies in different percentages

30
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with her different reading groups. The differences within one teacher's

use of categories ranged from a high percentage for T-4 who showed a

difference of 56% with Q-1 type of question toino difference for 3 teachers

(T -5, T-10, T-11) with Q-S type for the first two teachers and Column 7

for the last teacher. The percent of usage was low (2% and 6%) for these

three teachers'use in general of these.strategiei.

Each bilingual and Anglo teacher who taught more than one reading

group showed differences in usage for each group she taught. The greatest

difference for each teacher will be reported in order from the greatest

difference to the least difference. The/ipecific category in which the

difference occurred is also given (see Table 4).

The teacher who showed the least difference in strategies across

reading groups was Anglo teacher T-10 who showed a combined one hundred

points difference when each of the'category differences was added together:

The teacher who showed thegreatet difference of category usage with

her reading groups was Anglo teacher T-4 with one hundred seventy five

points difference.

The one sample of a teacher who taught both bilingual and Anglo

groups (T-2 and T -5) showed more differences between her 2 Anglo groups

than between Anglo and bilingual. IA D-3 style of directing questions,

the difference between the.2 Anglo groups was 25%;,between the_bilingual

group and 1 Anglo group it was 12 %.

In categories D-1, D-4 and Q-4 results showed that the percent .of

use of these strategies_was closer between one of the Anglo groups and

'the bilingual group than it was between the 2 Anglo groups.

Discussion

Results of the coding indicate that there were more differences of

percent of usage within one teacher's use of categories than there were

33
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TABLE 4

Greatest Difference in % of Category Osage Between individual Teacher's
Reading Groups

Teacher % of Difference Category in which
Difference Occurred

T-4 56% Q-I

T-9 52% D -1

T-I2 49% Q -1

T-11 44% D-2

T-I 40% D-4

T -8 39% D-I

T-3 29% D-3

T-10 23% D-1

34
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differences between teachers of different language grcups. The usage

differences may have occurred for several reasons: the language background

of students, the context of the reading lesson, the reading level of

the specific reading group, or the number of students in the reading group.

Context of the reading lessons was not controlled within the study

and each of the teachers was asked to procede as usual as the videotaping

took place. This resulted in a variety of contexts for'reading. Teachers'

reading lessons consisted of activities that ranged in content from oral

reading to learning how to look up words in the dictionary to working with

synonyms and antonyms. Each different context could require different

strategies. For example, questions that had to do with elaboration of -

personal experiences or making evaluations would not occur in a decoding

skills practice lesson.

The reading level of the group may determine usage of strategies.

If the group is less advanced in reading skills, the type of questioh

would be more of the Absolute Factual sub category than either Factual.

or Evaluation. One teacher (T-4) in particular illustrated this. Although

the reading group levels were not known by this investigator; it was

evident that the teacher's first group was less advanced in reading than

the second. The vocabulary and reading material used by the teacher was

proof that there was a difference.' In the first and lower group-the
,`y

teachet used Q-1 Absolute Factual 77% and Q -2 Factual which requires the

student.to figure out on his own, only 3%. With the second group the

opposite strategy occurred. The Q-1 type was used 21% and Q-2 49%. Another

teacher (T-12) exhibitedia similar sr. ategy with her reading groups, the

first one being the higher group. Q-1 as used 10% and Q-2 used 572 for

the higher group. With the lower group. the teacher used Q-1 671 and Q-2

only 22%.
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Among the bilingual teachers there were not as many differences

with the types of questions used which may indicate that the reading

levels of the children were not as different. One bilingual teacher

(T-1) did shoW a difference of category usage between her two reading

groups. There were only 3 bilingual teachers who taught at least 2

reading groups so there is not much data on which to make conclusions.

Another reason for the variety of questioning strategies may be

due to the number of children in each group. The number ranged from 2

to 13. Three teachers (T-4, T-8, T-9),were taped with only 2 children

in each group and one of these teachers, T-9, worked with 1 child fcd

half of the videotape. Two teachers (T-11, T-12) were working with thir-

teen children each. The questioning style of directing questions could

be effeCti'by this situation of the number of children in the group.

In terms of the bilingual teacher who taught both Anglo and bilin-

gual children (T2 and T5) there were more differences of category use

between her 2 Anglo groups than there were between the Anglo groups and

the biUdigual group. There were categories that were different' between

Anglo and bilingual: D-2, Q-2, Q3, and Q-5. 'The direction of queStions

to anyone who w

\
ted to answer may be a more confortable way for the bilin

gual children to answer.questions. This strategy seems to be less threat-

ening in nature. If the teachers' goal is to have the students respond,

then the fact that any and/or all can answer in chorus like fashion seemed to

encourage response. There was less Q-2 type questions used.with the bilin.-

gual groUp (16% as opposed to and average of 36% with the Anglo). Factual

(Q-'2) questions that required more figuring out and more language might

have been more difficult for the second language reader in first grade. Q-5

(Related to Instructibn but not to Text) was used 15% with bilingual and
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not at all with the Anglo group. Most of the Q-5 type used by this

teacher centered on questions such as,'"Would you like to take your book

home ?" Perhaps the teacher wanted to elicit as many verbal responses as

possible from the children and used this type which is part of question-

ing style developed for the coding system.

7'
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

There is much that can still be done with the present data collected

thtbugh the use of the coding system. The lack of generalizations of

strategies among teachers of the same language groups might be due to:

the context of the ading group, the reading level of children 'and/or

the number of p s within the grouit these are all areas that should

be examined further. The coded videotaped question data could be analyzed

with the 3 areas above. The videotapes would have to be viewed again,.

to get the data and then analyze them with category usages.

Another way to use the coding system would be to select the teachers

and control the context of the reading group by requesting the teachers to

.ork with oral reading. This might eliminate some of the differences of

reading context that resulted from this study. It must be noted however,

that too much control of the study in this manner would reduce the

naturalness of classroom research. This type of research-is needed in

the sense that this is where teaching occurs-and it is important to find

out what is actually happening in 'the classroom, the reading groups in

particular.

There is a difference of opinion as to whether one videotape sample for

each teacher is sufficient to determine questioning strategies, other

strategies, Of behaviors exhibited by teachers as they work in small read-

ing groups. It is suggested that this coding system be usedwith,another

similar dingle'videotspe sample to further cheCk the reliability of the

coding system in addition to the use of only one videotape sample. It

might be better to collect videotape data at least twice to get a better

idea if'the strategies that are-being examined occur with some degreeof

regu 1 .



This study included only one sample of a bilingual teacher who taught

both bilingual and monolingual children. It was suggested to use the

coding system to examine questioning and teacher correction strategies

during oral reading with both bilingual and monolingual students. To

at sxtent does the bilingual teacher use second language techniques

wi in the reading context.

Teacher corrections were not examined in particular in the present

study, although an attempt was made to code this behavior. The same video-

tapes could be reexamined to look specifically at this behavior to iden-

tify the different strategies used'to correct students' incorrect answers '

and/or oral reading.

To what extent do questioning strategies or teacher corrections coy-

relatewith reading gains in either first or second language? Although

'reading test data were collected on the students within this study, it

was not the intent to compare the strategies with reading. gaini. That

is another way to use the present data and see whether, there are certain

questioning strategies that occur more frequently with teachers whose .

students make greater gains in reading.
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CONCLUSION

Only one definite conclusion can be drawn from this study.

Classroom research, as opposed to experimental or laboratory research,

is very difficult to conduct. The bilingual population represented

in this study was quite transient which presented problems in collect-

ing data. Bilingual Education as it is perceived at the local level

varies in implementation. Some programt provide limited English speak-

ing children with'a bilingual Classroom all day but they receive their.

.second language,reiding instruction from another teacher. Other pro-

'grams pro'vide children with 4 -half day program and the balance of the

-day is spentin'the regular 'English speaking classroom. English read-
.

ing instruction is sometimes given by the bilingual teacher who:may be

-NZ

a native speaker of either Spanish or English, or it is given by a sep-
.

arate teacher who isa native speaker of English.

Varying conditions,such as these made it more aifficult'to-con-
..

duct accurate research.- The type of Bilingual Education stressed in

the United.States is transitional in which_the gOal is to provide in-
,. ,

structian in 'Etta natiye lariguege only as long as it is necessary until

the'child can function suCcessfuly within the English classroom. Clossr

'room research with bilingual:tubjects should, be conducted in site of these

drawbacks..
-

Tentative"conOlusions,from-this investigation can be'made. The

.teichers. use of, questioning strategies. are.: not 44esult Oflanguage-dif-.
. .e o..

ferences but seem to be' more related to.the'Context-,. reading levels , and

the number of children in the reading grOup.:'Greili'differinces in use of

questioning strategies did ,not exist with 'the. bilingual teacher 'who taught
-

in English tq 6oth'bilingual and monoOngual,children. In' fact,-there

40



were greater percentages of usage differences betwee6 the 2 monolingual

.groups than there were between either AnglO group and the bilingualgrogp.

It cannot be determined whether this same result would occur if the lan-

gOge were 3pahish, althoUgh results of this study indicate that teach-
. e

ar'iluestionihitrategies may not differ if reading context, reading level

and number in reading group were controlled. These three conditions may

have more of an effect on teachers use of que4tioningstrategies than

language has.
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APPENDIX A

Descriptive OUtline of Coding Instructions

Tu teacher
S. student
?. question

Column 1 TAPE LOCATION

Column 2 DIRECTION OF ? 1-4

1 T names S before asking ?

- nods or gestures to S before asking,
- may be a round-robin type of ? procedure at the table

follow-up ? are included

40

ie. John, what is this word?
T nods to Angelica..ean you make a Sentence using
the word "slide"

2 T asks ? and accepts answer from anyone (usually answer 'called
out by one or several in chorus-like fashion)

ie. Where are we trying to go?
Do any of you have 'any money today?

3 T asks ? calls on VOLUNTEER

- watch tape closely if you cannot see, do not guess

4 T asks.? calls on SPECIFIC STUDENT by name or by gesture

- do not confuse with follow up ? which should take priority
over this- one.

ie. How old was Liz when the story took.place...John?
Howdo we make the "h" sound...Armando?

Column 3 TYPE OF 1-8

'1 . ABSOLUTE FACTUAL

Ans: requires specific information which is preient for the
or is present in material that S has-, learned before.

- only one possible answer
- ans. usually is 1 or 2 words

ie. What is the letter's name?
What word is missing?
Would you please read this page, :wile?
would you 'repeat that sentence?
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2 FACTUAL

- ans. requires some figuring out
- more than one ens. is acceptable
- there is not an exact wording necessary

ie. What is a word' that begins with "al"?
What is the boy doing, in this picture?
When can we use this "too"?

YES/NO or TWO CHOICE QUESTION
Do not confuse with (5 below)/ if 7 relates to reading and
the teacher is soliciting a specific ans...dc not record here.

ie. Do we know the man's name?
Is a lemon yellow?
Is it a "p" or a. "b "?

4 PERSONAL WITS TEXT

- ans. requires some elaboration of personal experience or
obiervation.

- ans. requires S to put him/herself in the place of some
character in story.
usually occurs when S is reading a story.

ie. Have you ever gone camping with'just your dad?
_How would you feel if you had worked all night?

5 RELATED TO INSTRUCTION BUT NOT CONNECTED TO TEXT

- ? may be rhetorical in nature
- May be confusedwith YES/NO but-if ans. is connected
with reading in some.way,:it should be recorded here.

ie. What words will you practice over the weekend?
would you like to take,your book home this' evening?
Who would like to read'this page? (note: difference
between this and:.."Would yOu like to read this page?

6 NONACADEMIC

- ans. requires nothing to do with instructional material
- usually of a personal, procedural or disciplinary, nature

ie..gow's your mother?
Now we know that isn't the wak to act/ right?
Who would like to get the pointer for me?

7 EVALUATION

-.ans. requires inferences to be made
- more than text Material is needed to ans.?
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8 UNINTELLIGIBLE

- coder cannot determine the type because of audio problems.

Column 4 CONTENT OF ?

- use in conjUnction with Column 3
- will not be used with every T's 7
- code when T's ? refer to the following:

A DECODING SKILLS

-.include all that involve decoding of letter, sound, word
recognition as well as vocabulary

B STORY DETAIL ?

- include all ? that ask specific.? about details in a Story
or sentence that S has read.

C STORY COMPREHENSION ?

include all ? that involve making some kind of evaluation
by the S

Column 5 '"'repeats or rephrases ? BEFORE calls on S or S has chance to
SAS .

Column 6 T asks 2 or more different ? before calls on S

Column 7 T stays with same S and asks more than 1 ? in attempt to elicit.
response

'ColuMn

Column 9

- check column for each question even if several occur, in
succession

STUDENT RESPONSE

watch"for nods or actions
- even if you can't hear ans. if T's response gives a clue...

record it

include .discipline type ? (Column 6) and if S responds to T..
record it

4. correct, partially correct, or self correction
incorrect (teacher says "no" or moves on to another
student for correct answer)

0 'none (40 not use when T elks more than 1 ? before S has
opportunity to ens.)

A another S ans.

TEACHER CORRECTIONS .

ti

- used most often with oral reading
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FEN

1 - pronunciation

2 7' grammar .
3 - miscue during oral reading
4 - supplies correct'ans.
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